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ABSTRACT

A new data parallel model for three-dimensional
(3-D) high-speed fluid flow and high-rate material de-
formation ia described. The model, called PAGOSA,
haa been developed recently by a team of computa-
tional physicists, numerical analysts, and computer
scientists at the La Alamoa National Laboratory
(LANL) on the Connection Machine (CM) series
of massively-parallel supercomputers. With its effi-
cient material interface reconstruction algorithm and
finite-difference approximations on an Eulerian mesh,
PAGOSA is well-suited for modeling transient flows
involving multiple immiscible fluids and/or distinct
materials experiencing large distortion. The evolv-
ing suite of physical models in PAGOSA currently in-
cludes models for compressible hydrodynamics, real-
istic equations of state, elastic-plastic material defor-
mation, reactive burn of energetic materiafs, neutron
transport, and turbulence effects. The PAGOSA al-
gorithms are clear, concise, and portable due to im-
plementation in data parallel fashion with the Fortran
90 programming language. A brief overview of the
physical models, numerical methods, and parallel al-
gorithms embodied in PACOSA is given. Its capabili-
ties are then illustrated wil h a simulation of an oil well
perforation process.

INTRODUCTION

Massively-parallel computing architectures repre-
sent a new era in the field of supercomputing, making
possible the solution of problems previously impracti-
cal with conventional vector supercomputera. Greater
memory capacity and faster CPU speeda are tiorded
by parallel supercomputerz through the cooperative
effort of hundreds or thousands of individual proces-
sors, each working on its own portion of the problem in
parallel with the others, and communicating its results
with other processors when necessary. When used ef-
ficiently, parallel architectures offer large benefits, in-
cluding the ability to solve larger problems in leas time.

“ This work was supported by the U. S. Department of
Energy under contract W-7405-ENG-36.

Two principal strategies for parallel computing are
the single-instruction, multiple-data (SIMD) paradigm
al~d the multiple-instruction, multiple-data (MIMD)
paradigm. In the SIMD paradigm, processors perform
their operations in Iockatep under the control of a maa-
ter processor, proceeding more or leas simultaneously
with all other processors. The SIMD paradigm is of-
ten referred to as a data parallel model because it fo-
cuses on exploiting parallelism in the data (Thinking
Machines Corporation 1991). The Connection Ma-
chines at LANL that have been used in formulating
and developing the PAGOSA high-speed flow model
are examples of data parallel computers. In the MIMD
paradigm, processors operate independently on their
data using potentially dtierent inatructiona, with their
work coordinated via the explicit pssaing of messages.

While PAGOSA originated at LANL and is still
undergoing active data parallel development, it is also
being rewritten in rneasage-pazsing fashion at San-
dia National Laboratories for performance analysis
011 MIMD parallel architectures (Gardner, Cline, and
Vaughan 1992a; Gardner and Fang 1992b; Gardner et
al. 1992c; Gardner, C1ine and Vaughan 1992d). The
ultimate goal for models like PAGOSA is to combine
the attractive features of both paradigms in a hybrid,
portable model that optimizes performance and ease
of implementation.

At the present, the basic physical models and un-
derlying numericaf algorithms in PAGOSA are simi-
lar to the MESA (Holian ef af. 1990) high-speed flow
model. Recent comprehensive reviews of the physics
and nummics existing in related modern high-speed
flow models (often called “hydrocodes”) can be found
in the literature (Benson 1992). Most of these hy-
drocodes are currently designed for high performance
on conventional vector supercomputera.

PHYSICAL MODEL

The time evolution of each material (subscript m)
in the PAGOSA computational domain ia governed by
tile continuum mechanical conservation relations. A
“{me-fluid” approximation is used in which all mate-
rials move with the same velocity Vi. Materials are
initialized wit h volume fractions am, density pm, and
specific internal energy t~. Given a velocity field Vi,



the total strain rate fij and deviatoric strain rate eij

can be computed,

‘i’=w+%); ‘i’=’i’-:’i’’kk’‘1)
enabling the response of each material to be time-
integrated via solutions of

dpm
— = ‘pm .ikk ,

dt
(2)

for the conservation of maw,
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for the conservation of momentum, and

(3)

(4)

and for the conservation of specific internal energy,
where d/dt denotes a total Lagrangian derivative. In
Equations (3) and (4), i: ij is the plastic deviatoric
strain rate, Pm is the material pressure, and Sm :j is

the material deviatoric stress due to material response
effects. Material-averaged quantities p, P, and Sij are

obtained from volume-weighted averages.
The system of conservation equations is closed with

constitutive relations for the material pressure and de-
viatoric stress. The material pressure is given by an
equation of state (EOS) relation,

Pm = pm(pm,~m) , (5)

that currently can have various analytic forms: an
ideal grs form for gases, Mi+Gruneisen and various
polynomial forms for solids, the J WL (Dobratz and
Crawford 1985) or BK W (Mader 1979) form for reac-
tion product gases of high explosives, and the HOM
(Mader 1979) form for partially reacted explosive m-
terials. Equation (5) ia scaled by the reaction product
burn fraction if the material is a high explosive that
is reacting via a program or Chapman-Jouguet vol-
ume burn algorithm (Mader 1979). A multi-material
EOS is currently being formulated that allows mate-
rials in direct contact with one another (residing in
the same computational cell) to relax at a finite rate
toward pressure equilibrium.

The material deviatoric stress is obtained from
strain rate decomposition plus the rate form of Hooke’s
stress-strain relation:

Sm ij = 2/Jm (eij – e~ij) + Oik Smkj – Smik ~kj , (6)

where pm is the elastic shear modulus and Qij is the

rigid body rotation rate tensor, defined by

(i)

where &j is the rigid body rotation tensor. The ~ij

terms in Equation (6) arise because constitutive laws
based on Hooke’s law are formulated from objective

stress rates as observed in the material ihrne rotated
back to the laboratory frame (Davidson and Maudlin
1992). A material is assumed to yield when it reaches
the Von Mises yield surface, defined by

(8)

where am is the materi:ll flow stress (yield strength).
Given the yield surface F~, wociative flOW defines
e: ij as

(9)

wherr ~m follows from the constraint F~ = O:

im=3iij Sm ij /2U~ t (lo)

which states that a material stress state must remain
on the yield surface during plastic flow. In addition
to having the form of a simple conscant, am can also
be obtained from either a Johnson-Cook (Johnson and
Cook 1983) or Steinberg-Guinan constitutive relation
(Steinberg, Cochran, and Guinan 1980).

PAGOSA also has a number of other important
physical models supplementing the continuum me-
chanical models just discussed. lhrbulence models in
the form of a k -s model (Daly 1992) and the variable
density BHR model (Besnard, Harlow, and Rauenzahn
1987) are recent additions. A neutron transport model
for reactor physics studies is also available via the 3-
D multi-group, even-parity NIKE algorithm (Morel et
al. 1991 ), The Forest-Fire (FF) and Multiple-Shock
Forest Fire (MSFF) high explosive reactive burn mod-
els (Mader and Forest 1976; Mader 1979) are also avail-
able to approximate the initiation, shock desensitiza-
tion, reactive growth, and detonation propagation of
high explosives. The FF and MSFF models are based
on burn rates derived from the experimental run dis-
tance to detonation dependence on shock pressure. A
phenomenologicrd “dynamic burn” model ah exists.
where burning of high explosive is dictated by an in-
ternal energy criterion (McCall and Bennion 1992).

NUMERICAL MODEL

The governiug equations in the previous section are
solved numerically in PAGOSA in an Eulerian (fixed)
frame. The computational domain is partitioned in
Cartesian geometry into tixed, logically-connected, or-
thogonal hexahedra. Orthogonahty of the control vol-
ulnes simplifies finite volume integrals of the equa-
t ions that yield the finite difference approximations.
Flow variables are laid out on the mesh in a standard
“staggered-mesh” fashion, with each component of the
velocity field residing at vertices and all other variables
localcd at cell centers. The conservation equations are
solved using second-order accurate finite difference ap-
proximations with a conventional Lagrangian/remap
scheme.
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The strength of the PAGOSA numerical algorithm
lies in its treatment of the nonlinear advective terms
which represent movement of material through the
computational mesh. These terms introduce unwanted
numerical dispersion and diffusion such aa the unphys-
ical spreading of thin material layers. This problem
is addressed with a special treatment developed by
D. Youngs (Youngs 1982), in which material interfaces
are reconstructed from volume fraction data. The re-
sulting interface geometry information is exploited for
a more accurate estimate of material advection vol-
umes to maintain more compact, discontinuous inter-
faces. This providea a Lagrangian-like representation
of material interfaces with arbitrarily complex topol-
ogy, and gives PAGOSA the ability to model realisti-
cally large fluid and material distortion.

In the Lagrangian phase, the conservation equa-
tions in the absence of advective terms are advanced
explicitly in time. The computational mesh therefore
remains embedded in the fluid during this phase. The
velocity field is advanced with time-centered stresses
and strain rates using a predictor-corrector method.
Artificial viscosity, a tensor in general, is used to
dissipate energy within shocks and to allow shock-
capturing. The rigid body rotation rate tensor flij

is approximated by the spin tensor Wij, which is the

antisymmetric part of ~ij. Deviatoric stress states and
plastic strain rates are estimated numerically by re-
turning the stress state to the yield surface along the
normal to the yield surface (radial return).

In the remap or advection phase, the hyperbolic
advect ion equation

8+
~+ai~=O (11)

I

is integrated forward in time, where the quantity d
represents any conserved (or nonconserved) quantity
such as mass, momentum, internal energy, stress devi-
ator, etc. The characteristic speed ai is the local time-
centered fluid velocity. A variant of van Leer’s mono
tonic upwind scheme (van Leer 1977) discussed by
Youngs (Youngs 1982) is currently used in PAGOSA.
The algorithm uses a 3-point interpolation scheme for
the qt gradient within a second-order Taylor series ex-
pansion, resulting in third~rder accuracy (in the ab-
sence of limiting) on uniform meshes. String direc-
tional splitting (Strang 1968) is used to build the s-
Iution to Equation (11) successively along each coor-
dinate direction. The directional sweep order is alter-
nated on successive computational cycles to help mit-
igate the 0(6t2) cross-derivative error terms arising
from directional-splitting of the advection operator.

Space restrictions prevent a more detailed dis-
cussion of the PAGOSA numerical model. The in-
terested reader is referred to the excellent work of
Youngs (Youngs 1982), Holian (Holian c1 al. 1990),
and the comprehensive review article by Benson (Ben-
son 1992).

DATA PARALLEL IMPLEMt?NTA’flON

PAGOSA is currently under active development on
the LANL CM-200 and CM-5 parallel supercomputers
developed by Thinking Machines Corporation (Hillis
1985; Thinking Machines Corporation 1991). The
PAGOSA source code is written almost entirely in CM
Fortran, the CM version of Fortran 90, which is the
ANSI/ISO standard Fortran 90 (Adams et al. 1992)
with function extensions such as FORALL and other
intrinsia.

The CM-200 at LANL is a SIMD parallel super-
computer that has 216 bit-serial processors and 211
64 bit Weitek floating-point units (FPUS) connected as
a hypercube. Each bit-serial processor has 210 Kbits
of random access memory (RAM), providing a total
memory of 8 GBytes. The Weitek FPUS have a 10-
MHz clock, giving the CM-200 a theoretical peak speed
of 40.9 GF1OPS (Flops = tloating-point operations per
second).

The CM-5 is a more flexible parallel supercomputer
combining the attractive features of existing parallel
architectures, including fine and coarse-grained con-
currence, MIMD and SIMD control, and fault toler-
auce (Thinking Machines Corporation 1991). It pro-
vides hardware support for both the data parallel and
messag~passing programs. The LANL CM-5 h= 1024
processing nodea (PNs), each with a RISC rnicropr~
cesaor (SPARC technology), a network interface chip,
a 64 bit bus, and 4 vector units (VUS) having 8 MBytes
of RAM apiece. The VUS are capable of 32 MFlops
of 64 bit floating-point performance, giving each PN a
peak performance of 128 MFlops. A 1024PN CM-5,
then, haa a peak performance of 131 GF1OPS operating
on 32 GBytes of memory.

The PAGOSA parallel array dimensions (those
that are spread across the processors) correspond to
the (z, y, z) coordinates. The other dimension, needed
for multiple materials, is “aerial”, or an in-processor di-
mension that exists entirely within the memory space
of each processor. Elements of all arrays with identical
spatial coordinate indices therefore reside within the
same physical processor. The CM Fortran compiler
currently lays data out on the machine by allocating a
portion of each parallel array to each processor, termed
the %ubgrid” because it represents a subvolume of the
mesh. The programmer will have the option of more
direct control over the subgrid in the future, much like
domain decomposition is user-determined on current
MIMD machines.

Communication of data is almost entirely neareat-
neighbor, termed “NEWS” on the CM (for North-
Eaat-West-South), and is accomplished with the For-
tran 90 CSHIFT and EOSHIFT functions. The few ex-
ceptions are the global reductions (reducing the data
in an array to one value, such as a maximum) used
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for diagnostics and time step restrictions. Communi-
cation requirements are only nearest-neighbor because
PAGOSA is based on a time-explicit finite-difference
formulation using a logically-connected data structure
mapped onto a regdar Cartesian mesh. The explicit
nature minimizes the number of needed global reduc-
tions and the regular data structure eliminates the
need for non-local communication, both of which de-
grade performance on the CM. The PAGOSA alg~
rithrns are highly-parallelized and well-suited for the
CM, as current performance analysis indicates that
>9570 of the computational time is spent in parallel
operations on the CM, only 10-20% of which is needed
for communication. A portion of this parallel comp-
utation time, however, is currently spent performing
useless work as discussed below.

Algorithms that may not padelize easily are
those that require logical branching. The Fortran 90
WHERE construct, used in conjunction with masks,
however, significantly alleviates this problem, and en-
ables parallel array operations to be conditional. Leg-
islating that diilerent operations be performed on dif-
ferent portions of an array is also allowable with-
out breaking parallelization. This feature is used in
PAGOSA to great advantage, for example, in the ap
plication of boundary conditions and in the upwind
differencing aspects of the advection calculation.

A component of the PAGOSA algorithm that did
not parallelize easily is the treatment of cells contain-
ing more than one material (“mixed cells” ). Despite
the fact that the percentage of mixed cells at any given
time is usually quite small, the current PAGOSA alg~
rithm treats every cell as though it were mixed, with
memory allocated accordingly, even though the cell
may contain on] y one material. A large load-balance
penalty is therefore incurred frequently, since for prob-
lems with many materials moat processors are doing
useless work a large fraction of the time. This also
results in inefficient memory usage for problems with
large (> 10) numbers of materials. It is surprising
that, in spite of this load-balance problem, PAGOSA
performs well on the CM relative to MESA (Holian et
al. 1990), a similar 3-D flow model written for conven-
tional vector machines. This improved performance
has prompted other groups to follow suit, using the
same basic data parallel implementation (Olson and
Kirnsey 1992).

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

The modeling capabilities of PAGOSA are nicely
illustrated with a simulation of a problem important
to the oil industry known as oil well perforation. Well
holes are typically lined with steel pipe and/or con-
crete casing that usually must be perforated with tiny
high-explosive charges (“oil well perforators” ) prior to
pumping. Perforation allows production of oil from

specific depths predetermined from logging data. The
perforators art: inserted into the well hole inside “car-
rier tubes”, and then detonated when the tube haa
bwm lowered to the prescribed depth. They are de-
signed to make clean holes in the casing and to pen-
etrate several inches outward into the surrounding
oil-bearing strata. By modeling the perforation pr~
cess, PAGOSA can be used to study perforator per-
formance, i.e., hole size and penetration depth, as a
function of perforator design and layout, tubing/casing
geometry, rock formation, and other design parame-
ters.

Consider two perforator charges aimed horizontally
in opposite directions inside a steel carrier tube that
has been inserted down-hole in a main oil well casing.
The perforators are very similar to a current industrial
dvsign, with a conical copper liner surrounded by high
explosive and a steel case. The carrier tube is posi-
tioned flush against one side of the well casing. Each
charge is point-detonated at the apex of the high expl~
sive layer surrounding the conical copper liner. Energy
release in the detonated explosive then causes the lin-
ers to converge itnd form shal ~(’d-charge jets that per-
forate the steel carrier tube and casing, and penetrate
into the surrounding rock.

Inner diameters and thicknesses of the carrier tube
and casing are 1.22/0.175 and 4.89/0.30 inches, respec-
tively. The conical copper liners in the tiny perfora-
tors are 75 roils thick, having a base-to-apex height
010.75 inch and a base radius of 0.34 inch. The oil-
bearing rock is modeled as quartz because of its similar
maas density, and the high explosive in the perforators
is cyclotol. A simplv elastic-plastic material response
model is used for tlw copper and steel. All materials
are assumed to be described by a Mie-Gruneisen equa-
tion of state, except for the perforator high explosive,
which follows a JWL form.

The PAGOSA model of this oil well perforation sce-
nario is shown in Figures 1 and 2 at the times of O, 10,
and 60 ps after charge initiation. At 10 pa, the high
explosive has converged the conical liners into jets that
have already perforated the carrier tube. The Ijottom
charge aimed i~t the left has ahnost penetrated I Ile caa-
ing, while the top charge aimed at the right is begin-
ning to jet across the casing interior to the other side.
By 60 pa, both perforators have pierced the casing
and are making their way into the rock. This partic-
ular scenario results in successful perforation for both
charges

The quantitative accuracy needed for this complex
simulation is dictated in part by adequate resolution
of all relevant time and length SCSI=. This resolu-
tion places C1’U speed and memory capacity require-
ments that would be excessively prohibitive were it not
for today’s massively parallel supercomputers. The
P.AGOSA oil well perforator calculation was performed
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Figure 1: Side view of a PAGOSA oil well perforator
simulation, looking into an oil well cut in half by a
vertical plane. Shown are material interfaces for the
perforator liners and covers, perforator tubing encase-
ment, and oil well casing at times of O, 10, and 60 ps
aft er detonation of the perforator charges.

in 10.3 CPU houra on 512 processing nodes of the CM-
5 (Thinking Machines Corporation 1991) in the Ad-
vanced Computing Laboratory (ACL) at LANL. Re-
liable modeling of the jet formation process dictates
a 0.5 mm zone dimension, and results in a total of
1.9 x 106 cells for the computational domain and a
total memory requirement of 3 GBytes.

SUMMARY

The data parallel algorithms developed and imple-
mented in the PAGOSA high-speed flow model have
made possible accurate simulations of complex 3-D
flows within the SIMD paradigm of parallel supercom-
puters such as the Connection Machine CM-200 and
CM-5. Performance competitive with and frequently

Figure 2: A corresponding down-hole view of the
PAGOSA oil well perforator simulation shown in Fig-
ure 1.

surpassing conventional vector supercomputers is real-
ized. The data parallel progr amming model embodied
in PAGOSA provides an easy, portable framework for
further enhancement of physics models and hydrody-
n amic algorithms. The large, scalable memory offered
by parallel machines provides the capacity for ade-
quately resolved simulations of realistic 3-D systems,
rendering parallel flow models like PAGOSA attractive
candidates for parameter studies and systems design.
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